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InhuUon as a function of the expert nurse: a critique of Benner's novice to
expert model

Bermer's model of skill acquisition is currently receiving considerable mterest
from nurse educationalists, and promises to form the basis for some cumcula
offered by colleagues of nurse education This paper debates the 'novice to
expert' model and seeks to explain exactly what an 'expert' is The Bermer model
proposes that one component of expertise is workmg from an intuitive base This
claim IS disputed and the definition of mtuition is contested Alternative
explanations to account for the mtuitive responses of Bermer's subjects are
suggested

INTRODUCTION

Benner's (1984) model of skill acquisition has recently been
presented as a framework for Project 2000 courses m edu-
cation and, despite the absence of objechve validation of
the model, it has generally been accepted uncnticaUy by
nurse educahonabsts in Bntam and abroad (Carlson et al
1989, Gately 1992a) However, the extent of its use will
only be apparent when colleges of nursmg publicize their
Project 2000 programmes (UKCC 1986)

The novice to expert model invites further interest as
Gately (1992b) identifies similanties between Benner's
model and the recommended stmcture of the Post-
Registration Educahon and Practice Project (PREPP)
(UKCC 1990) and suggests that the model provided by
Benner and Dreyfus presents a coherent fi-amework to
support the lifelong leammg of nurses promulgated by the
UKCC

Although this model is attrachng attenhon, there are
some aspeds of it that require further investigation and
explanation The expert nurse is proposed as demonstrat-
ing excellence m nursing care, but while the stages to
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become an expert are dearly presented these stages are
merging pomts on a contmuum which impede measure-
ment Aspects of expertise are descnbed, but expertise is not
clearly defined One feature of the expert is her recourse to
mhiihon, but mtuition as a concept is somewhat ambi-
guous This paper seeks to pursue the issues of experhse
and intuition as descnbed by Benner, to investigate if these
concepts have anythmg to offer nursmg

MODEL OF SKILL ACQUISITION

Benner's (1982, 1984) model of sbll acquisition, based on
ascendmg levels of profiaency, was onginaily developed by
Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1980), and Benner (1982) and Dreyfus
(1987) daim that this model can be generabzed to nursmg
Accordmg to the model, the nurse passes through five
stages of career development, novice, advanced beginner,
competent, profiaent and expert Skill attainment requires
an ordmal progression through these stages, and discrete
capabilities reflect the stage of development reached Tbs
mcremental development is dependent on a combination of
depth and range of dmical expenence, wbch is posihvely
correlated with the length of time spent nursmg
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Students of the Project 2000 course enter as 'novices'
and reach the stage of 'advanced begmners' by the end of
the common foundahon programme On completion of the
branch programme, l e at the end of trammg, they should
have reached the stage of 'competent' Troficient nurses
will emerge only once they have practised for between 3
and 5 years m one dmical area, and before the nurse can
daim 'expert' status she is expected to have had expenence
m one clmical area for more than 5 years

The logical structure of the model is appealmg It impbes
progress m theory and practice accordmg to the nurse's
expenence, and therefore overcomes the lumtahon uiherent
m the modular system wbch demands a student nurse to
develop according to a coUege tunetable The present sys-
tem assumes that, on reaching certain junctures m trainmg,
the student nurse v«ll have gamed requisite expenences On
the basis of this assumption, student nurses are expected to
be able to perform nursing tasks at a predetermined level
This does not allow for vanance m students' abilities or pre-
nursmg expenence, nor for vanance m the range of dmical
expenence available on different wards

The theorehcal model that Benner (1982) suggests is
more student-onentated, the student moves from one stage
to the next dependmg on competence, not accordmg to the
collegial teachmg programme However, in prachce. Project
2000 nurses are still expected to attain pre-determmed
stages of development by set times This presumes that the
target cbmcai expenence and theoretical understandmg
descnbed by Benner, which is essential before movmg on
to the followmg stage, can be acbeved withm the trammg
penod designated by the college programme

TUITION

Benner (1982, 1984) also ldenhfies different methods of
tuition for nurses at different stages of career development
Accordmg to their expertise (which is dependent on their
level of skill acquisition), they are more receptive to different
speafied models of teacbng Hence the model of teacbng
employed is that which is best suited to the needs of the
leamer

The strength of Benner's model is that the emphasis
IS placed on cbmcai nursmg care, which only assumes
meanmg m the context of the ward environment Isolated
theorehcal instruction is of limited value and only becomes
meamngful to the nurse when applied m a dmical sethng
Benner thus promotes the concept of hobshc nursmg as
being more perhnent and more meamngful than task allo-
cahon The adophon of this framework then deflects some
of the early cnhasm of the Projed 2000 programme, when

concems were expressed that the course content was too
theorehcal and msuffiaent attention was bemg paid to the
development of cbnical skills

Benner (1984) also advocates that the preferred method
of leaming is by observing and emulatmg the role model
These role models are the expenenced nurses who act as
mentors or mstructors to the mexpenenced leamer As
expenenced nurses fundion at a bgher level than novices,
they demonstrate greater competence m practice and
hence the begmners can leam by observation

By studjong profiaent and expert performance, it is possible
to obtain a nch descnphon of the kmds of goals and patient
outcomes that are possible in excellent nursing prachce
This knowledge of goals and possible outcomes can be useful
m expandmg the scope of practice of nurses who are less
proficient In fact, a vision of what is possible is one of the
charactenshcs tbat separates competent performance from
profiaent and expert performance

(Benner 1982)

Social leaming theory

Soaal leammg theory is well documented m psychology
bterature, e g Bandura (1965) Gately (1992a) comments
that skills which can only be communicated by example are
seen as bemg exceptionally relevant to nursing

The novice to expert prototype is therefore promoted as
a complete model for charting the development of the
dimcal nurse career tbs paradigm is relevant, for it
emphasizes hobstic dmical nursmg as an educational aim It
demonstrates the need for contmumg post-registration
education as a means of achieving excellence m pradice,
uses dearly descnbed stages of development and does not
lose sight of the value of canng for patients Bermer (1984)
offers several examples of the effects of nursmg expertise
on patient outcomes Benner also advocates career speaal-
lzation, rather than genenc development, as expertise can
only anse from extensive expenence in the same clmical
area Attenhon is paid to descnbmg skills, understanding
and behaviour which contnbute to expertise, wbch m tum
IS contrasted with that of the non-experts

Descnptions of excellence from expert nurse dmiaans, how-
ever, offer new dmicai jTossibilities for competent nurses and
may faabtate tbeir movement to the profiaent stage When
experts am descnbe clinical situations where then- mter-
venhons made a difference, some of the knowledge embedded
in their practice becomes visible And with visibibty,
enhancement and recognition of experhse become possible

(Benner 1964)
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THE EXPERT

Benner (1982,1984) provides examples of expert nursing,
but does not define tbe 'expert nurse' Her 'expert' subjects
are ldenhfied by peer assessment, wbch presents method-
ological shortcomings Having placed such importance on
the role of the expert nurse, it would be wortbwhile to seek
further danfication of exactly what is entailed in gainmg
expertise, m addition to Larkin et al's (1980) proposal that
considerable knowledge is an essential pre-requisite to
exjjert skill

According to tbs model it is undear at what stage one
becomes an expert, and if there are better experts than
others, l e are there stages of expertise or is 'expert' a
umque and final state? This is not merely a pedantic dispute
over semantics As nursing practice is now expected to
meet speafic cntena that quality assurance demands, pre-
ase defimhons and descnptions of pahent care are
required An educational programme that focused on
expertise would have to ldenhfy the cntena by wbch
nurse experts were measured

Kolodner (1984) presents expertise as bemg an end
product of an mcremental expenential development and
consolidation of data m long-term memory New expen-
ences are interpreted m relation to pre vious ones, and expert
mterpretahon in terms of semantic (memory for theoretical
informahon) and episodic (memory of life events) memones
Therefore the expert has greater semantic store (theory) and
greater episodic store (expenence) Kolocbier (1984) pro-
poses that even if an expert and a non-expert had equal
semantic knowledge (knew the same facts), the expert's
expenence allows her to build up better episodic definitions
of how to use it

Addressing the issue in terms of artificial intelligence
systems, Kolodner (1984) reinforces Dreyfus's (1987)
lmtial hypothesis, that m supplying an expert system with
information, as the data base increases, it would be
expected that the system would take longer to produce
the relevant answer The human expert, in fact, is able to
produce the appropnate answer more quickly thjin the
non-expert and tbs is attnbuted to the integration and
reorganization of the information over time 'The difficulty
m extracting rules from experts supports the contention
that experts don't use rules for reasonmg, but rather they
reason m some other way' (Kolodner 1984)

The cirgument that is emerging is that the expert func-
hons in a different manner from the non-exf)ert Where the
non-expert is guided by explicit rules, codes and formal
procedures, the expert m prachce operates above this level,
views situations bobshcally and much of her knowledge is
embedcjed in prachce (Meerabeau 1992) But at what stage

enlightenment (and cognitive reorganization) suddenly
befalls the 'proficient' nurse and she is transformed into an
'expert' is shll not clear, nor what catalyst bnngs about the
conversion Moreover, experts can only be understood by
other experts and so are unable to communicate the secrets
of their understanding to non-experts Dreyfus (cited m
Benner 1984) describes the expert performer.

The performer is no longer aware of features and rules, and
his/her performance becomes fluid and flexible, and highly
proficient The chess player develops a feel for the game, the
language leamer becomes fluent, the pilot stops feeling that
he/she is flying the plane and simply feels that he/she is flying

Experience

It IS reasonable to infer that theoretically, over time and with
the necessary expenence, all practitioners could eventually
become experts and perform at the levels descnbed here,
but Benner (1982) clouds the issue by claiming that

expenence is not the mere passage of time or longevity, it is
the refinement of preconceived notions and theory by
encountenng many actual practical situations that add
nuances or shades of difference to theory

She also remarks that not all nurses will be able to become
experts (Benner 1984), but no explanation is offered as to
why all nurses who have worked for more than 5 years in
one dimcal area cannot become experts There is also no
guidance to assist nurses to become experts, other than
working through the stages of skill acquisihon, but even
this does not guarantee expert status The expert nurse is
then presented as a blessed practitioner, initiated into the
protected knowledge of some secret society, and forbidden
or unable to divulge the rites of passage to the acolytes
Non-expert nurses might be excused their exasperation in
askmg just what they have to do to be admitted mto the
inner sanctum

I N T U I T I O N

The expert nurse apparently interprets dimcal situations
using a different set of constructs from the inexperienced
nurse This perceptual awareness is portrayed as mtuitive,
and IS strengthened by familianty with the patient and
the ward charactenstics Tbs intuition is the exclusive
provmce of the expert but there are commumcation diffi-
culhes wbch limit the transference of information con-
cemmg cnses anticipation between the expert and the
non-expert, wbcb means that the expert carmot explain
how she makes her deductions Even if the expert could
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recognize exactly what mner analytical process alerted her
to the immediate need for mtervenhon, the explanahon
would be so alien to the undeveloped mental constructs of
the non-expert, that it would be unmtelbgible to anyone
except another expert

Benner (1982) descnbes the expert nurse as havmg 'an
mtiuhve grasp of the situahon' and Benner & Tanner
(1987) emgmatically daim that The seasoned nurse's well-
honed sixth sense enables her to make lifesavmg decisions'
Such rhetonc nught capture the lmagmahoa but the claims
are fanaful as the concept of mtuihon m tbs context
merely provokes further mvestigahon What exadly is
intuition, and how does one become mtuihve? The htle of
the paper by Bermer & Tanner (1987) 'How expert nurses
use intuition' t)egs two questions, that expert nurses do use
mtuition, and that such a mental process as mtuihon exists
m this context

The role of mtuihon as a function of the expert nurse, as
implied by Benner (1982,1984) does not assume the same
sigmficance as it does m the later paper by Bermer & Tanner
(1987) Presumably tbs is due to the v«sh to mcorporate
Dreyfus & Dreyfus' (1985) 'six key aspects of mtiuhve
judgement' (pattem recogmhon, similanty recogmhon,
commonsense understandmg, skilled know-how, sense of
salience, and debberahve rahonality) mto the existmg
Dreyfus/Benner model

Identifying potential crises

Intuihon does appear m the bterature to be concemed with
such concepts as solving physics problems (Larkin et al
1980), deasion makmg (Cosier & Apbn 1982), intuitive
knowmg (Agan 1987) and group mtuihon (Rew 1986), but
m the present context it is more related to ldentifymg
potenhal cnses m pahents before sigmficant cbmcal changes
are evident Benner (1984) asserts that perceptual aware-
ness IS central to good nursmg judgement, and this begins
with vague hunches and global assessments that imhally
bypass cnhcal analysis It is claimed that expert nurses often
descnbe their perceptual abibhes using such pbases as 'gut
feebngs', a 'sense of uneasiness' or a 'feelmg that thmgs are
not quite nght', although Benner (1984) cauhons.

Expert nurses know that m all cases defmihve evaluahon of a
pahent's condition requires more than vague hunches, but
through expenence they have leamed to allow tbeir
percephons to lead to confirmmg evidence

If nurses were disembodied computers or mechamcal mom-
tonng devices, they would have to wait for dear, expbat
signals before idenhfymg one singular feature of a protdem
Fortunately, however, exjjert human deasion makers can get

a gestalt of the situation and proceed to follow up on vague,
subtle changes m the pahent's condition with a confirmatory
search aided by the whole health care team Experts dare not
stop with vague bunches, but neither do they dare ignore
those bunches that could lead to early ldenhfication of
problems and the search for confirming evidence

Benner's (1982, 1984) examples of expert mtuihon there-
fore demonstrate acute awareness, that precedes dear evi-
dence of clmical changes m the patient Bermer & Tanner
(1987) avoid any challenge for objechve venfication to
support their hypothesis by daimmg that mtuihon would
be categonzed as an art rather than a science and, as such, is
umque, creahve and carmot be taught (or measured) It is
defined as Understanding without a rationale', and pre-
didmg the backlash from sceptical empmasts, Benner &
Tanner (1987) readily admit that there is a reluctance to
grant legitimacy to this approach in making clmical judge-
ment, suggesting that parochial bigotry underpins a
Westem culture wbch demands a rahonal explanahon of
the world

This observation is supported by Cosier & Apbn (1982)
who attnbute scephasm of scienhsts to the bebef that nature
should be explicable m rational saentific terms However,
Benner & Tanner (198 7) dogmahcally assert that mtuihon is
a legitimate and essential aspect of dimcal judgement
Bermer (1984) equates this percephon with formulatmg an
early hypothesis, and claims that Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1980)
tenn tbs as a rapid grasp of the corred region of the
problem If mtuihon is present, as is argued, the advantage
of it IS that it would 'buy hme' for the nurse to ad and, as
Benner (1984) doaiments extensively, mtervene on the
behalf of the pahent at a cntical hme

Benner & Tanner's (1987) anhapated fear of the coUec-
hve nursmg recoil from their mtrodudion of mtuition as a
legitimate and essenhal aspect of cbmcal judgement is
understandable Perhaps there is an unfortunate conno-
tahon with the concept of mtuition, relatmg it to familial
telepathy or myshasm, or an exdusively feminme trait
Whatever feebngs it evokes, it is a subjective and question-
able enhty and hence, until empmcally and unequivocally
validated, has bmited appbcabibty m a nursmg profession
wbch IS attemphng to develop a research base to support
its actions

Role model

As part of the role of the expert is to act as a role model to
student nurses and demonstrate excellence m climcal prac-
hce, it would be beneficial to others if the experts could
explam their acute pa-<«phveness m cnhcal situahons
Documented accounts of cbmcal excellence ^ould be
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available for emulahon, but there may be some problem
explammg cbnical judgement that is attnbuted solely to
lntuihon As Larbn ei al (1980) suggest, admitting the
reabty of mtuition is simply a prelude to demanding an
explanahon for it The examples of potential cnses bemg
ldenhfied by 'gut reaction' imply an emotive response to a
recognized situation, but tbs does not explain how the
potential cnsis situahon was ldenhfied initially

The anecdotes offered by Benner (1984) typically entail
some assessment of a pahent situation by the expert nurse
The nature of the assessment is said to be mtuitive as the
nurse mvanably explains her evaluation as based on some-
thing other than expbat overt evidence This aspect of
mtuihon implies a perceptual mvolvement with a situation
at this stage, no action is mvolved, the nurse perceives
some cue (visual or auditory) that attracts her attention

Benner (1984) obliquely corroborates this inability of
the expert to explain their inferences by refemng to
Dreyfus's chess player who made a move because it 'felt
nght' But what is descnbed as 'intuihon' in a chess player
entails an evaluation of a situahon in which the player opts
to choose one move m preference to alternatives The
analysis of the posihon of the chess pieces is mvolved and
considered The player is not responding to a perceived
anomaly, he is weighing up altemative moves The prob-
lem solving (intuition) involved with the chess player
would be radically different from the perception (intuition)
of the expert nurse

Westcott (1968) explams that 'intuition' has several
meanings depending on the use of the term and the context
used These definitions ranged from a philosophical mter-
pretahon of the expenence of ultimate tmth, to the psycho-
logical definition of intuition as inference Westcott (1968)
offers a workmg definition of mtuition

intuihon can be said to occur when an individual reaches a
conclusion on the basis of less explicit information than is
ordmanly required to reach that conclusion

Westcott (1968) pomts out that this definihon is at a
purely behavioural level and represents elements that are
potentially measurable (Bermer, favounng gestalt mter-
pretahons, may reject behavioural scenanos as bemg too
simpbshc) The concept of intuition as some psychic
phenomenon as proposed by Agan (198 7) is not considered
There may be such an innate extra-sensory perceptive
element that is possessed by some people, including nurses,
but intuition as a paranormal faculty is not debated here
Accordmgly, 'mtuihon' can refer to either unexplained
knowledge or an unexplained perceptual process 'Under-
standmg without rationale' is more attnbutable to a cogni-

hve process than a perception, and Dreyfus's chess player
who made a move liecause it felt nght' may be merely
mabng a post-cogrutive evaluahon

INTUITION REDEFINED

One altemative explanation for 'cnsis anticipation' worth
considenng is the feature-detection model of cognitive
psychology As identified above, the proficient nurse,
through expenence, builds up a picture of expectations of
events These expectations can be represented cogmtively
as scnpts (Schank & Ableson 1977), causal scenanos
(Tversky & Kahneman 1973) or schemata (Goodman 1980,
de Jong & Fergusson-Hessler 1986) The central tenets
underpinning the theones are that extemal events are
related lntemally in some form There is, therefore, a
generated set of mterrelated expectahons involved with
the event With expenence, the intemal representation can
be altered or modified but a core shall remam that can allow
generalization of the event without specific elements being
present

Aspects surrounding any event would therefore assume
high or low relevance, and the presence or absence of these
aspects would be noticed Goodman (1980) proposes that
atypical and unexpected events wbch do not conform with
schema expectations would receive maeased attention
Once noticed, these atypical features would also be
retained longer with discnmmative accuracy than typical
or expected aspects

So, when a common scene is viewed, the appropnate
achon schema is activated and an episodic representation is
formed Greater attention is paid to unexpected infor-
mation In pahent scenanos, the expert nurse, havmg
extensive expenence of a certain type of patient, has an
intemal representation of what to expect when viewmg a
patient scenano On nohcmg some incompatibibty
between the expected and the actual scene, she responds
Such perceptual acuity would only develop followmg
extensive expenence in similar situations

Haber & Hershenson (1980) illustrate tbs concept

When chess players were given a bnef look at a chess game m
progress, chess masters could easily remember the location of
the 20 to 25 pieces on the board However, novices could place
only 6 to 5 pieces correctly When pieces were placed on the
board at random, neither master nor novice could remember
more than 6 to 8 positions Chase and Simon (1973) investi-
gated these differences and conduded that the immediate
fwrceptual processes are more important to the chess master
than logical dedudive thought processes They suggest that
the master was responding to leamed pattems of perceptual
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structure, such as pawn chams or particular types of clusters
Visual properties like colour and spatial proximity may be
important elements m these stmctures, but the overall con-
figuration based upon the identity of particular pieces was most
important The years of practice that are required to become a
master involved the creahon of these structures of exfjectanoes
so that the master no longer has to remember and keep track of
each piece as if it were a separate and unrelated feature

A diallenge

This cogmtive approach is not presented as advocating
the 'checklist', but to challenge the concept of an intuitive
mterpretahon, or to redefine intuition m terms of cogmtive
models Benner & Tanner (1987) reject cognitive models of
human judgement as being 'too narrowly prescnphve to
cope with the ambiguity and fuzziness of real life situ-
ations' They dismiss the eogmhve models only to replace
them with Dreyfus's 'aspects of intuihve judgement'
(pattem recogmtion, similanty recogmhon, commonsense
understanding, skilled know-how, sense of salience, and
deliberative rahonabty), yet it is queshonable to what extent
the Dreyfus model explicates perceptual acuity Of these
aspects, as descnbed by Benner & Tanner (1987), pattem
recogmhon and similanty recogmhon refer to matching
extemal events with intemal representahons Sense of
saliance refers to orgamzation of pnonties Commonsense
understanding and deliberative rationality are equated with
interrelated expectations Skilled know-how refers to task
performance It is dubious if Dreyfus's model offers any
novel or supenor mterpretation of cogmtive processmg

In descnbing 'the perception of form', Haber &
Hershenson (1980) indicate the difference between recog-
mhon, wbch descnbes a sense of familianty, and identifi-
cation which requires the production of a speafic category
name or label The examples of nurses' intuitions given by
Benner (1984) tend to be ones of recogmtion (that there was
somethmg wrong) rather than ldentificahon (wbch would
allow them to say what it was that was wrong), although
the initial perception is inevitably followed up to diagnose
the problem This leads to the basic theory of attention
wbch focuses on the onenting reflex of the individual,
when the mtemal model (expectahon) is mismatched with
the extemal event, the organism is onentated towards the
scene Because tbs could mean either novelty or danger,
then this is always accompamed by maeased arousal ('gut
feebng' could be a consequence of sympathetic stimulation
of the autonomic nervous system)

Tbs response precedes cogmtive evaluahon Attendmg
to the perceived area of mterest, the expert nurse mvesh-
gates further for explanations to account for her concems

Anhapating cnses and actmg appropnately is withm the
capabibty of any expenenced nurse wbo diligently attends
to her patients Accurate diagnosis comes from repeated
exposure to similar madents which were successfully
resolved, and sound dmical knowledge

CONCLUSION

As the expert nurse is held m the Benner model to be a
paragon of excellence, and someone to be emulated, then
an accurate descnption of expertise is required Moreover,
for nurses who stnve to achieve excellence, it is essential
that the cntena defining excellence in practice are made
explicit In the absence of such cntena, any model which
attempts to descnbe selective aspects of practice, but
neglects to identify the qualifications necessary for dassifi-
cation as an expert, fails to contnbute posihvely to clmical
development of career nurses

If the expert is to demonstrate standards of excellence,
how should experts be ldentifieci? In order to utilize effec-
tively the experts as preceptors, it is essential to provide
some objechve measurement of what constitutes expertise
to satisfy the college of nursmg Such a defimtion would
extend far beyond the opimons of peers

Perceptual acuity

Descnptions of percephial acuity in expenenced nurses
which lead to clinical mtervention and effective patient care
are attractive and desirable qualities that other nurses shall
covet, but to present this abibty as some esotenc talent
available only to a few mihates is misleading and inaccurate
After all, fellow pahents are often capable of pomting out
that there is 'something wrong' with some patient — are
they experts? Benner's (1982, 1984) methodological
approach attempted to demonstrate excellence m nursing,
and negative mcidents were not recorded The researchers
did not attempt to falsify the hypothesis, and non-experts
were not asked if they made 'intuihve' inferences that were
later venfied

To imply that msightful and attenhve recogmhon of
patients' needs denves from anything other than dibgent
observation, sound dimcal knowledge and expenence is
demgrating to the majonty of nurses In a dimate of account-
ability, such explanations of the expert's percephon, as
being based on intuition, are unacceptable

Scientific knowledge

Why present the concept of 'mtuihon' at all? Is the term used
solely to sahsfy the adaptahon of the Dreyfus model, or
does it really feature as a vabd method of situahon analysis?
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This paper suggest that mtuihon as descnbed by Dreyfus

& Dreyfus (1980) refers pnncipally to deasion makmg, but

the mam use of mtuition as descnbed by Benner's (1984)

subjects refers to a perceptual process, and reference to

cogmhve psychology models of memory offer clear

explanations more capable of accounting for 'intuitive'

responses

If nursing is to become a research-based profession,

nursing prachce should be founded on saenhfic knowl-

edge The procedures that nurses carry out shall require a

foundation in empineal research Cbnical assessment must

be equally based on explicit cntena, and such cntena are

not provided m the 'hunches' of Benner's experts
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